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Based on the complete edition of his works, this new volume presents Gandhi's most important

political writings arranged around the two central themes of his political teachings: satyagraha (the

power of non-violence) and swaraj (freedom). Dennis Dalton's general Introduction and headnotes

highlight the life of Gandhi, set the readings in historical context, and provide insight into the

conceptual framework of Gandhi's political theory. Included are bibliography, glossary, and index.
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The first collection of Gandhi's writings to be based on the complete edition of his works, this new

volume presents Gandhi's most important political writings arranged around the two central themes

of his political teachings: satyagraha (the power of nonviolence) and swaraj (freedom). Dennis

Dalton's general introduction and headnotes highlight the life of Gandhi, set the readings in

historical context, and provide insight into the conceptual framework of Gandhi's political theory.

Complete with bibliography, glossary, and index. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Gandhi; Edited by Dennis Dalton

Great price! With kindle I was able to get it with one click! Now, I am passing my Philosophy 1301

class! Thanks ! Oh and I love that I can highlight, search, take notes, and easily have access to my

books. Sooo much better than waiting in a long line at the school bookstore.



This is one of my favorite books. It is an excellent collection of Ghandhi's political writings from

when he returned to India. However, the writings also give a good insight in to Ghandhi's spiritual

beliefs and thoughts on God. If you have always been curious about Ghandhi's life and how he

developed his philosophy of Satyagraha and Swaraj, the foreword provides a brief but thorough

exploration of his life leading up to his return to India, including his time in England and South Africa.

Each selected writing also has a short introduction that gives the context of the time and

circumstances that preceded the letter or writing. I highly recommend this book for people of all

ages.

If you haven't read this yet, order it now!! A must have for every person

Dennis Dalton, editor, is a Gandhi scholar and professor of political science. This collection of

Gandhi's political writing is the best introduction to Gandhi's thinking that I have found. Professor

Dalton's Introduction and the structuring of the writings quickly give the reader a framework in which

Gandhi's life and work can be clearly comprehended.

Easy to search for definition

I chose this rating because the book has some very enlightening and interesting ideas; Gandhi is a

great figure in history. The quality of the book was also very good.

Textbook for my brother. He failed the course but might have passed if he had read this book.
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